PowerPoint: Guiding Part IV: Beyond the Basics
Chapter 4.1.5
Photo Descriptions
Slide 4:
Photo description: At right, a DB woman and her
SSP are standing in a grocery store.
Slide 5:
Photo description: A SSP (partially seen, at left)
leads the DB person; the DB woman’s left hand
covers the SSP’s right hand.
Slide 10:
Photo description: At right, a DB person is talking
and walking with a SSP, at left on a sidewalk. The
DB person is using her cane.
Slide 11:
Photo description: At left, the SSP guides the DB
woman, at right, into a building. The DB woman
uses her cane to gauge the step height.

Slide 12:
Left photo description: At left, a DB man and his
SSP, at right, walk while chatting into a parking
lot.
Caption: Chatting at the end of a shopping trip.
Right photo description: Outside front of a house,
a DB man, at left, with his SSP, at right, walks
away from the house.
Caption: Here the hard-of-hearing DB person
chats vocally while leaving home. Notice the SSP
walking on the grass, giving the DB man the
sidewalk.
Slide 14: Talking While Walking: Smooth Surface
Left photo description: At right, a DB woman
walks and talks with her SSP, at left, on a paved
path at a park.
Right photo description: Along a beach walk, a
SSP at left chats and walks with a DB woman.
Slide 15:
Right photo description: At left, a DB man listens
as his SSP, at right, describes a point of interest
along a pathway at a park.

Slide 19:
Lower left diagram: A pink arrow indicates the
direction straight up and curves right.
Caption: SSP
Lower right diagram: A pink arrow indicates the
direction straight up and turns sharply to the left.
Caption: DB person
Slide 21:
Left photo description: At left, a SSP walks with a
DB person, at right, towards the right.
Right photo description: At left, the SSP and the
DB person pause. The SSP starts to turn left,
pivoting as the DB person follows left.
Slide 22:
Upper left photo description: At left, the SSP and
DB person continue to change direction towards
the left.
Upper right photo description: At left, the SSP and
DB person pause slightly as they turn left.

Bottom photo description: The DB person is now
slightly to the left of the SSP as they now walk in
the opposite direction, heading left.
Slide 26:
Photo description: At left, a DB man listens as his
SSP, at right, indicates direction towards the left
with her index finger.
Slide 27:
Photo description: Both the SSP (right) and DB
person (left) move together closely, ready to turn.
Slide 28:
Photo description: At right, the SSP pivots
toward the DB person, at left.
Slide 29:
Left photo description: The SSP, at right, now
moves towards the left, as the DB person, at left,
stands in place.
Right photo description: At right, the SSP, is now
almost in front of the DB person.

Slide 30:
Photo description: The SSP is now at left, with
both the SSP and DB person’s backs towards the
camera.
Slide 32:
Photo description: Both the SSP, at left, and DB
person, at right, are walking closely together in a
narrow aisle; The SSP is at a slight angle facing to
the right.
Slide 35:
Upper left photo description: In a grocery store, in
the center of the photo, at left the DB person’s left
hand on the SSP’s right shoulder, waiting for the
incoming woman with a cart to pass by.
Lower right photo description: A close-up of the
photo at upper left shows the SSP signaling to the
DB person to pause before proceeding.
Slide 37:
Left photo description: At left, the SSP leads the
DB person weave through a crowd in a public
event; the DB person’s left hand is on the SSP’s
right shoulder. The SSP’s right hand rests slightly
on top of the DB person’s hand.

Right photo description: At right, the DB person
has her left hand on the SSP’s shoulder.
Slide 39:
Left photo description: At left, the DB person and
the SSP, at right, observe and weave through a
crowd in a public event. The SSP’s right hand
rests slightly on top of the DB person’s hand.
Right photo description: At left, the DB person
and the SSP, at right, pause. The SSP’s right hand
continues to rest slightly on top of the DB
person’s hand.
Slide 40:
Left photo description: A close-up of DB person’s
left hand on the SSP’s right shoulder. The SSP’s
right hand lightly covers the DB person’s left
hand.
Right photo description: A close-up of the legs of
both the SSP and the DB person walking toward
the right. The DB person’s cane is visible to
others in the crowd.

Slide 41:
Photo description: Looking down from the top of
concrete stairs; bordered on both sides by metal
rails. A post is visible at bottom of the landing,
just to the right.
Slide 43:
Left photo description: At left, a SSP explains the
situation to the DB person, at right. The post is
directly in front of them
Right photo description: At left, the SSP begins to
guide the DB person through a narrow path to the
left of the post.
Slide 44:
Photo description: At left, the SSP leads the DB
person and clears the post.
Slide 45: How Wide/Tall Are You Now?
Slide 48:
Photo description: At left, the SSP checks the
path as she guides the DB person.

Slide 49:
Photo description: At a crosswalk in an
intersection, the SSP, at left, checks the DB
person, with a guide dog, as he steps down the
curb to cross the street.
Slide 50:
Photo description: At left, the DB person is at a
step in front of a house; his cane is already at the
next level down. At right, the SSP checks to see
that the DB man is oriented to the step before
both move forward.
Slide 54:
Photo description: At right, the SSP’s hand is
below the DB person’s hand, guiding it to the
moving rail (not shown).
Slide 55:
Photo description: A close-up of the DB person’s
(not shown) hand in front of the SSP, awaiting
guidance where to go next.
Slide 56:
Photo description: The DB person is on the
escalator, her left hand on the escalator’s rail.

Slide 57:
Photo description: At right, the SSP gently guides
the DB person’s hand to the elevator button at the
left.
Slide 58:
Left photo description: Inside the elevator, the
SSP guides the DB person’s hand as it reaches
for the button. .
Right photo description: The DB person presses
the elevator button.
Caption: Pushing the button is a minor thing but it
is emblematic of control
Slide 59:
Left photo description: A close-up of the elevator
cab’s black signal and floor alert devices. At top,
the device has the digital number, “4,” below that
is a small sign that outlines the procedures in
case of emergency, and to the right is a floor alert
device, with “up” and “down” arrows.
Right photo description: At right, the SSP
describes the elevator’s details to the DB person.
Caption: Details make the experience.

